Introduction
The NNDC requires a continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) system as part of its effort to automate and simplify our workload and to ensure software and data quality (especially for the ENDF/B series of nuclear data libraries [ENDF] ).
A continuous integration system is one that continually monitors a software repository (e.g. a subversion repository), extracts changes and builds and tests all changed components. A continuous deployment system takes the results of the integration step and publishes them to, for example, a website. CI/CD systems are a common tool for automated software Quality Assurance (QA) during software development. CI/CD systems support agile development as well as more traditional approaches to software/ data development.
ADVANCE is a CI/CD tool for software and data QA and builds on off-the-shelf (e.g. RunDeck [RunDeck] or BuildBot [BuildBot] ) functionality. For software projects, not much additional functionality is needed. For data projects, the changes to the core functionality are substantial.
Although ADVANCE has just undergone a release (v0.7) [ADVANCE] , it is due for a major release once it includes support for code projects, distributed build and data/code benchmarking. This document will serve as a guide for this and future developments to ADVANCE. The final section of this document is a product review of three CI/CD systems which we are considering for use in the next major ADVANCE release.
In this document, we focus mainly on testing libraries written in the legacy ENDF format. As we move to new nuclear data format, we anticipate will need to revisit this document.
I. General System Requirements
Here we detail general system requirements for all types of software/data projects. Most off-the-shelf CI/CD systems meet these general requirements.
1.a. Project management requirements
1. Version controlled. The system must interact with a GForge [GForge] subversion [subversion] or git [git] project. It must either receive push notifications from subversion or poll subversion, looking for changes, pull down change set and run all defined tests. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1:
Overview of the ADVANCE system as of version v0.7. This organization of version control and final publication should be maintained in the final product.
2. Open source. Many other members of the nuclear data community are interested in using ADVANCE. Therefore, the system must be released under an open license to foster these potential collaborations. As much of the codebase as possible should be included in the release. No export controlled codes or codes with otherwise limited distribution can be included. All authors of included codes should be consulted to obtain permission for inclusion in the ADVANCE code base. 4. Self-contained Build Slaves. Build Slaves should have all executable code on-node that they will need to run the requested jobs. They should have access to source code repositories to retrieve data needed for their build tasks.
5. Build Slaves may delegate. Build Slaves may be connected to clusters of their own and may have ability to launch jobs on that cluster using clusterspecific job controls. This capability will be essential for benchmarking with some of the more complicated benchmark models (e.g. LLNL Pulsed Spheres and Wyman Spheres).
ADVANCE System Requirements
1.c. Cyber security
The ADVANCE system must be compliant with all DOE and laboratory specific cyber security requirements. As the requirements may vary from somewhat from laboratory to laboratory, we must lay out some required capabilities that will enable use to meet these varied requirements.
WHAT 
Build Slave security. Build Slaves should be able to reside behind a firewall.
Only the Build Master should be able to submit jobs to Build Slaves unless one logs onto the Build Slave node directly and invokes commands from the command line. The Build Slaves should be able to return build results to the Build Master. The Build Master and Slaves must communicate through ssh. This arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3 . ADVANCE System Requirements
1.d. General functionality
There are many general purpose modules and features that must be included in ADVANCE.
Nuclear reaction data QA requirements
The original purpose of ADVANCE was for nuclear data quality assurance. For this purpose, there are many existing test codes and a few documented standards that any evaluation must satisfy. Here we document the codes and requirements. Additionally, through interaction with our user base, we have determined what reports our users require. In this section we detail those as well.
2.a. Test codes
The nuclear data community has developed a number of codes for data quality assurance and data processing. These codes must be integrated into the system and in a form that the user can use simply. In addition, the outputs that these codes produce must be made understandable. The codes here must run quick enough that they can be used "in-line" that is, as soon as a changeset is detected by the CI/CD system.
2.b. Quality assurance metrics
Although there is not much in the way of formal QA documentation for ENDF, the ENDF library is thoroughly tested. That said, data tested with ADVANCE must comply with all documented QA requirements. [NNDC] c. Resolved resonance statistics, including mean level spacing, the Δ3 statistic, and S and P-wave strength functions 
Covariance reports

2.d. Benchmarking
Benchmarking is a critical part of our data testing regimen but the benchmark tests are often complex and take a long time to run. They are not amenable to "on-the-fly" testing such as envisioned for the usual tests, but must be scheduled somehow. The requirements listed below are heavily based on the capabilities of Ref.
[cnp_test_suite] from LLNL. 
Recommendation.
Our recommendation is to use BuildBot. It is popular and open source, meaning that the project is likely to survive for quite some time. If the project does collapse, we will at least have the full source code and documentation and can continue with out own internal version. BuildBot is feature rich, including the try/accept functionality, which is absent from other packages. Finally, BuildBot is written in Python so it fits well with rest of ADVANCE code base which leverages Python's subprocess controls and uses Fudge for ADVANCE's plotting.
